
Cybersecurity and Data Privacy Issues 
During the COVID-19 Pandemic

Takeaways from the GRI Club on cybersecurity matters 
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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On December 2, 2020, the GRI Club organized 
an e-meeting to discuss “CYBERSECURITY AND 
DATA PRIVACY ISSUES DURING THE COVID-19 
PANDEMIC.”  The webinar covered how businesses 
can navigate the challenges of operating in 
an era of widespread remote work and more 
opportunities for malicious cyber actors in 
the context of the global COVID-19 pandemic. 
Businesses must be thoughtful of the actions 
they are taking to counter evolving cyber threats.    

The e-Meeting was hosted by Kyle Sheahen, 
Partner at King & Spalding, who was moderating 
the discussion involving the following guests: 
Armando Juliani, Head of Services & Solutions, 
Siemens Brasil; Alessandro Barreto, GT Cyber 
Coordinator at the Brazilian Ministry of Justice 
(Ministerio da Justiça); Goldie Dhama, Subject 
Matter Expert from India; Sumon Dantiki, 
Partner at King & Spalding and Monica Tigleanu, 
International Wholesale Team Leader at Marsh.

This white paper summarizes key takeaways from 
the e-Meeting, including the cyber risks emerging 
from the COVID-19 pandemic and guidance with 
respect to managing security threats in these 
unprecedented times.

Background

GRI Club Infra eMeeting  - 2nd December 2020

Cybersecurity and data privacy issues 
during the COVID-19 pandemic



Businesses around the world continue to battle the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on their daily 
operations.  Companies are still confronting novel issues, meeting urgent demands, and making 
expedited decisions under tremendous pressure.  Notably, the increased and sustained use of virtual 
working environments by both the private and public sectors has led to considerable ongoing 
challenges for businesses, government entities, and individuals in dealing with the evolving threat 
landscape.  

The modus operandi of cyber threat actors is also moving quickly ahead as, for example, new 
ransomware attacks are reported daily. More recently, enforcement authorities have reported that 
criminal actors are focused on a more targeted type of attack, where threat actors research insurance 
policies of their victims to calibrate their ransom demand.  This indicates an increasing level of 
sophistication of these attacks. Additionally, attackers have also been focused on malware that 
compromises back-up systems, aiming to prevent recovery and increase damage.

There has also been a continued trend of malicious activity by state agents and/or government 
actors and increased efforts to disrupt systems around the world.  In light of these developments, 
enforcement authorities have been coordinating their efforts in cross-border initiatives to fight and 
prevent cybercrime. Coordination efforts often involve representatives from the private sector and 
academia in addition to enforcement agencies.  Communication between victim entities and the 
relevant enforcement authorities (often in multiple jurisdictions) remains essential to the fight.  

The e-Meeting discussed several topics to watch for cybersecurity personnel, such as: (i) network 
capacity and restrictions; (ii) use of virtual tools for meetings; (iii) third-party oversight; (iv) incident 
response; (v) and recovery plan deployment. 

Cybersecurity risks emerging from the COVID-19 crisis: 
Development and mitigation strategies
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The e-Meeting covered a few strategies for businesses to consider in preparing their cybersecurity 
protocols in 2021: 

Strategies to Combat Cyber Issues

1.

2.

3.

4. 

5.

6.

7. 

8. 

9.

Investing in employee training is essential, as each individual is responsible for the security of the 
information handled—including electronic devices and physical documents that may be stored at 
their homes;

Investing in the safety of back-up systems is critical, as it allows for upfront recovery, which may 
decrease attackers’ leverage and prevent data loss;

Having a cyber insurance policy in place and understanding what is, and is not, covered isparamount, 
as is maintaining a consistent dialogue with insurers; 

Thorough vendor due diligence procedures remain key to any cybersecurity program.  This is 
particularly important because many companies are dealing with vendors who handle their data 
in the now largely remote environment.   Compliance teams should consider procedures specially 
designed for third-party oversight, to ensure that company data is protected at all levels and across 
all partners; 

Communication with employees is essential: in addition to training, companies should communicate 
cyber risks to employees and provide guidance on how to avoid COVID-19 scams.  This means 
staying up to date with the latest frauds and scams, especially as vaccines are rolled out around the 
world;

Compliance trainings at all levels are refreshed, particularly those related to conflict of interest and 
information security;

Incident response plans and related policies will determine how the organization navigates a crisis.  
These must be updated to account for the latest developments in the cyber threat landscape to 
account for new possible issues;

Cities and infrastructure may continue to be a threat target for cyber criminals and public agencies 
must review policies and procedures to deal with attacks on grids and essential services;  

Post-incident measures: businesses should be mindful of the implications of ransomware payments, 
including, for instance, from a sanctions perspective. Quick patching and remediation plans are 
crucial, as are investigations into the root cause of incidents.  

eMeeting Host

Kyle Sheahen,
Partner, King & Spalding LLP



Celebrating more than 130 years of service, King & Spalding is an international law firm that represents 
a broad array of clients, including half of the Fortune Global 100, with over 1,100 lawyers in 21 offices in 
the United States, Europe, the Middle East and Asia.  The firm has handled matters in over 160 countries 
on six continents and is consistently recognized for the results it obtains, uncompromising commitment 
to quality, and dedication to understanding the business and culture of its clients. More information is 
available at www.kslaw.com.  

Our Data, Privacy and Security team counsels clients on a broad range of legal issues faced by multinational 
organizations, including global privacy programs, data protection and cybersecurity assessments, crisis 
management in responding to internal and external privacy and data security incidents, health information 
governance and compliance, and defending clients in regulatory enforcement proceedings and class 
action litigation. The team consists of “boots on the ground” crisis managers, technical professionals, former 
government lawyers, and litigators to manage and coordinate fast-moving and complex investigations and 
logistics during and after an incident. We assist clients with preparing for, responding to, and recovering 
from data privacy and security incidents.

Our Office

www.kslaw.com

1185 Avenue of the Americas, 35th Floor
New York, New York 10036

+1 212 556 2100

USA - New York

Contact

Kyle Sheahen
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The mission of GRI is to connect leaders from these markets and contribute to the building of privileged
relationships and real business opportunities. In this context, more than 4 thousand businessmen, senior
executives and investors participate annually in the club’s programming in the world.

GRI is a global club bringing together key players in the real estate and infrastructure sectors. Founded 
in 1998 in London, it is present in 20 strategic countries. In Brazil, it has been active since 2010.

GRI Club Infra, in particular, has made itself the great meeting point for infrastructure and energy abroad. 
Its exclusive platform provides meetings focused on exchanging experiences, thematic discussions 
between members and government authorities, and propositional dialogues with the authorities, as 
well as holding large events open to other members of the market.

The GRI Club Infra portfolio also includes a series of practical suggestions for enhancing industry 
competitiveness, the GRI Hub, an online news platform, and the GRI Thermometer, a six-month gauge 
of market mood.

www.griclub.org
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Pedro Nicolau
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pedro.nicolau@griclub.org

Surekha Mahajan
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surekha.mahajan@griclub.org
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+44 20 7121-5060
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Ave of the Americas
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USA - New York
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East, Mumbai
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Our Offices

Rua Gustavo 
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Campinas - SP
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griclub.org/emeetings

The global economic outlook is constantly 
changing and information plays a vital 
role for decision-makers to establish 
resilient mitigation strategies. GRI 
eMeetings offer an online platform 
for C-level executives to exchange 
information from primary sources 
and generate valuable relationships 
anywhere in the world. Click here 
for more on our eMeetings and to 
sign up for the next session.

Become an eMember
and take part in the next meetings

https://www.griclub.org/emeetings?hubSegment=infrastructure_3

